
Army Medicine is building alliances and partnerships within the Army and 
between nations, organizations, and militaries.

Army Medicine seeks to enhance the professional relationships, training, 
material, and overall coordination with its allies, partners, and military services.



It’s an exciting time to be in the Army Medical Department. It’s a time of change,
it’s a time of great progress, and it’s a time of unprecedented success.

Lt. Gen. R. Scott Dingle, The Surgeon General and Commanding General, 
U.S. Army Medical Command

“

“
Our Civilian personnel are the continuity to our enterprise, working alongside 

our military teammates contributing to the readiness of our Force.
Richard R. Beauchemin, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army Medical Command and Chief, Civilian Corps

“

“

THE TOTAL ARMY MEDICINE FORCE is the cohesive representation 
of all medical components of the U.S. Army, Reserves, National 

Guard, and Army Medical Department Civilian Corps.

Army Medicine takes Pride in our Soldiers and Civilians who 
demonstrate leadership skills, willingness to adapt, selfless 
service, and dedication to duty.  Pride in the Patch validates 
how Army Medicine Soldiers and Civilians are mission-focused 
leaders who are ready, trained, capable, and competent.

Army Medicine is reforming into 
a total medically ready Force 
ensuring our Soldiers and Civilians 
are medically mission-ready to 
deploy in support of the Army.

Taking care of people, our Soldiers 
and our Families is at the core of 
our readiness.

I am humbled to be part of a dedicated team of  committed professionals. Army Medicine’s 
foundational strength lies in its people. Every day, we answer the nation’s call and deliver, 

regardless of the sacrifice. It is in you, and us, that our strength resides.

Command Sgt. Maj. Diamond D. Hough,  U.S. Army Medical Command 

“

“

THE TOTAL ARMY MEDICINE FORCE is the cohesive representation of all medical components 
of the U.S. Army, Reserves, National Guard, and AMEDD Civilian Corps.

THE TOTAL ARMY MEDICINE FORCE is acquiring, developing, employing, and retaining the 
diversity of Soldier and Civilian talent needed to achieve and sustain Total Army Readiness. 

THE TOTAL ARMY MEDICINE FORCE is training and building cohesive teams by maximizing 
the talents of our People to deploy, fight, and win decisively against any adversary — anytime 
and anywhere — in joint, multi-domain, high-intensity conflicts. Our Civilian personnel are 
the continuity to our enterprise, working alongside our military teammates contributing to the 
readiness of our Force.  

ARMY MEDICINE is building the capability and capacity to sustain ready, reformed, 
reorganized, responsive, and relevant medical care, as well as expeditionary, tailored, medical 

forces to support the Army against any adversary in the joint, multi-domain, high-intensity 
battlefields of the future and through the next pandemic.

ARMY MEDICINE fully supports the Army People First Task Force 
as it mitigates and eliminates the effects of corrosive behaviors, 
improving the Army’s culture of trust.

ARMY MEDICINE recognizes that readiness, modernization, and 
reform efforts must be supported by a forward-thinking talent 
management system and essential quality of life enhancements, 
fundamentally improving the leadership development, management 
and support of the Army’s number one priority and the foundation of 
Army Medicine – People. 

ARMY MEDICINE continues to lead the way in the development and 
implementation of medical innovations that improve the medical 
readiness of the Total Force and support readiness.


